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Retinal physiology: Adapting to the changing scene
Robert Shapley
The retina needs to process visual information under a
wide range of conditions, a feat facilitated by gain
controls. Recent results have provided new insights into
one such gain control, which enables the retina to
adapt to wide variations in the level of contrast in the
visual scene.
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The vertebrate retina is a specialized neural network that
contains very sensitive transducers — the photoreceptors
— and many gain controls, which adjust the range in
stimulus parameters over which the retina can respond
effectively. The retina needs such gain controls because
it is the front end of the visual system, interacting with
an unpredictable visual world in which the light level
may swing by orders of magnitude and the contrast level
may vary widely. One reason for having gain controls is
that individual retinal neurons are limited in the range
over which they can respond — their activity could be
pinned to a saturation ceiling by overly strong stimula-
tion. Another, more functional, reason for having gain
controls is that retinal sensitivity does not have to be
high when there is ample signal. Sensitivity is achieved
in part by long integration times; when there are many
light evoked signals, the retina can reduce its response
duration and thereby achieve better selectivity for spatio-
temporal patterns. This is what gain controls do: they
sharpen responses in time, while reducing the gain of
transmission.
There are two main types of retinal gain control. One type
is the familiar gain control of light adaptation. Light adap-
tation regulates the gain and dynamics of retinal
responses, depending upon the mean level of illumina-
tion, averaged over both space and time. Light adaptation
is comprised of multiple, parallel and hierarchical gain
controls in photoreceptors and in the neural network of
the retina [1,2]. A second type of gain control is the con-
trast gain control that responds not to the mean level of
the visual stimulus but to relative modulation around its
mean level, its contrast [3–7]. Recent work on retinal
adaptation to changing scenes [8] seems to be closely
related to earlier studies of the contrast gain control. In
this dispatch, I shall focus on new results on adaptation to
contrast and consider how they jibe with previous results
on retinal gain control.
In their recent paper, Smirnakis et al. [8] have measured
responses of ganglion cells in salamander and rabbit
retinas that, they state, reflect “adaptation to scene sta-
tistics”. By “scene statistics” they mean the distribution
of intensity levels in the scene, and the spatial or tempo-
ral correlations of scene intensity values. For a given
spatio-temporal pattern, scene statistics and contrast are
directly related. For example, the variance of the distrib-
ution of intensity values in a scene — a scene statistic —
will be proportional to the square of the contrast. In my
view, therefore, the “adaptation to scene statistics”
studied by Smirnakis et al. is another name for contrast
gain control.
Smirnakis et al. recorded from many ganglion cells simul-
taneously in vitro, in an isolated retina preparation. In
earlier work, Victor and I [4–6] investigated contrast adap-
tation by single cat retinal ganglion cells in vivo, and,
before us, Werblin and Copenhagen [3] studied “adapta-
tion to change” by making intracellular recordings from
the mudpuppy retina in vitro. There are salient similari-
ties and differences between the various studies. The
visual stimuli used were very similar. For example, in one
of the in vitro experiments performed by Smirnakis et al.,
the image on the retina was first a uniformly illuminated
blank field, and then the image was switched to temporal
modulation of the entire field. The jump in modulation
depth — or contrast — was moderately high, but the
mean level of illumination was unchanged from that of
the blank field. We also measured responses to patterns at
low and high mean contrasts, keeping the mean light level
fixed [4–6]. 
As in our earlier studies [4–6], Smirnakis et al. [8]
measured a first-order response — that is, the response
that would be given by the linear filter that best approxi-
mates the retina’s response to the temporally modulated
stimulus. Both groups found that temporal scale of the
first order response rapidly shrank at high stimulus con-
trast (Figure 1). In their in vitro salamander retina prepara-
tion, Smirnakis et al. also measured a rapid rise in mean
spike rate when the stimulus contrast was increased
abruptly. The rate then decayed over 10–20 seconds to a
new steady value considerably higher than the mean spike
rate at low contrast (Figure 2). They also observed a slow
drop in evoked response amplitude that paralleled the
decline in mean spike rate. They concluded that, because
of their similar time constants, the slow drop in response
gain and the slow sag in mean rate are due to the same
mechanism; they emphasized the importance of these
slow changes as a “gradual adaptation to scene statistics”.
I would argue that the rapid shrinkage in the time scale of
first order response is contrast adaptation — a rapid adap-
tation to scene statistics [4,8]. The slow changes in mean
rate and the accompanying slow gain changes seen by
Smirnakis et al. [8] are not actually adaptation, but reflect
some additional retinal nonlinearity. The shift in first
order response with scene contrast clearly is a kind of
adaptation — a change in the transformation that the
retina performs on its sensory inputs. Such adaptation
need not be associated with changes in the mean spike
rate. For example, adaptation of first order dynamics is
decoupled from mean rate changes in cat retinal ganglion
cells of the X type [4,6].
The diagnostic property of X cells in the original study by
Enroth-Cugell and Robson [9] was the absence of a
change in mean firing rate when the image on the retina
was switched from uniform illumination to a drifting sine
grating of moderate contrast — effectively, a new scene
for the ganglion cell with different statistics from the pre-
ceding uniform field. So this experiment resembles the
contrast adaptation experiments [4–6,8]. Enroth-Cugell
and Robson [9] devised this experiment as an indicator of
X cells, because it is a test for linearity of signal summa-
tion: the zero-mean sine grating should have no effect on
mean firing rate if retinal signals are summed linearly, as
they are by X cells. And when we studied X cells [4,6], we
also observed minimal changes in mean spike rate during
the jump in contrast, while at the same time there were
significant changes in first order response (Figure 1b). 
A second reason for believing that a change in mean firing
rate — and a parallel change in neural gain — is decou-
pled from contrast adaptation is that Smirnakis et al. [8]
observed very different effects of contrast on mean rate for
different types of cell in the salamander retina. Retinal
ganglion cells can be classified as ‘ON’ cells that are acti-
vated when light hits their receptive field centers, or
‘OFF’ cells that are activated when light is removed from
their receptive field centers. Smirnakis et al. [8] found
that, for an ‘ON’ cell, higher contrast always increases the
mean firing rate. But for an ‘OFF’ cell, the mean spike
rate gives an ambiguous signal about contrast which is
confounded with the spatial scale of the contrasty pattern
— for some spatial patterns the rate increases, whereas for
others it decreases. This is similar to the observations
Victor and I [10] made on cat Y-type retinal ganglion cells
— we found that Y cells could increase or decrease their
mean rates with increased contrast, contingent on other
stimulus variables, such as spatial frequency or speed of
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Figure 1
(a) Salamander ganglion cell: first order response (b) X cell: first order frequency response
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(a) The first order — or impulse — response of a salamander retinal
ganglion cell of the ‘ON’ type. Three measurements were taken: one
before the jump in stimulus contrast (red line), one 1–6 seconds after
the jump (blue line), and one 43–48 seconds after the jump (green
line). A rapid narrowing of the first order response occurred  by 1–6
seconds after the jump. (Modified from [8].) (b) Adaptation of a cat
retinal ganglion cell of the X type to contrast, measured as the first
order frequency response. The graph shows a Fourier transform of the
first order impulse response — as in (a) — to a contrast modulation.
Note that, at higher contrast, the frequency response is more peaked
because the response at low temporal frequency grows much less
with increasing contrast than does the response to high frequency.
This corresponds to the narrowing of the temporal impulse response in
(a). (Modified from [4].)
movement [10]. This complexity resulted from the oppos-
ing interactions between excitation — from nonlinear
subunit receptive field mechanisms — and contrast gain
control signals.
It is possible that there are significant species differences
in the way the retina adjusts its signal processing with con-
trast. Thus, the slow mean rate changes in the salamander
retina might be a species-specific process suitable for
signal pre-processing by the salamander’s retina for the
salamander’s brain. Support for this idea comes from
Benardete et al.’s [7] results on the monkey retina. They
performed experiments on the monkey retina very much
like those that Victor and I [4–6] did on the cat retina.
They found that one type of retinal ganglion cell in the
monkey, the M-type ganglion cell that provides achro-
matic signals to the monkey’s brain, is connected to a
retinal contrast gain control, because its first order
response changed with contrast in just the same way as do
cat ganglion cells [4–6]. However, the P-type ganglion
cell, which provides signals about color to the central
nervous system, exhibited no trace of any contrast gain
control — for P cells, the shape of the first order response
was invariant with contrast.
My colleagues and I [10,11] believe that the nonlinear
signals that excite Y cells, and the feedback signals that
mediate the contrast gain control in the cat retina, derive
ultimately from the same interneuronal mechanism: an
ensemble of nonlinear processing units. This nonlinear
processing is probably the result of nonlinear summation
at the level of the synapses of bipolar cells onto amacrine
cells. Nonlinear feedback of the signals from these pro-
cessing units onto earlier synapses can account for the gain
control effects [5]. This hypothesis, advanced originally to
explain data from cat ganglion cells [5], seems adequate
also to account for the new results of Smirnakis et al. [8] on
the changes in first order response by salamander retinal
ganglion cells.
Finally, let us return to the question of the functional
utility of such gain control mechanisms. This question is
important because there are also contrast gain controls in
the visual cortex [12–14], so such mechanisms seem to be
needed in functioning visual systems at many sites in the
visual pathways. The retinal effect seems to be mainly a
way to magnify the retina’s sensitivity when the contrast
of the scene is low, and to sharpen the retina’s temporal
response — to make it more selective — at high contrast.
This self-regulation may be a recurring functional strategy
throughout the brain.
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Figure 2
The change in mean firing rate of a salamander retinal ganglion cell as
a function of time after a jump in contrast. (Modified from [8].)
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